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• Abstract (300 words):
As we look at the pace of the type urbanization realized at various geographies in the world, it is possible to observe that the notion of the city is reinterpreted and we have a recent urban settlement occurrence we can name as the “new city”! This new city seems to be designed as an area of camouflaged modern slavery. The autonomous farmers in the rural areas, affordably satisfying their basic needs like food, accommodation; are encouraged by the official states to migrate to the cities leaving their agricultural skills behind.

The reason that administrations want to draw everybody to cities is that, it is much easier to collect personal data in urban settlements due to ubiquitous connectivity and related services. One of the latest covers of the Economist, a globally very influential magazine, promoted “data is the new oil” statement as the headline. With the promise/pretext of offering smart technologies in urban settlements; computer, connectivity and network based systems, services and applications can follow your entire life ranging from transportation to sleep at home and finally start to covertly guide your life after collecting
enough data. The purpose of this presentation will be to open a discussion about how and why many components of contemporary metropolises are left out from where “really urban” life is taking place, as a result of exclusionary planning policies and how reunification can be made possible using micro solutions for cooperation among diverse folks living in the city, belonging to plural, various walks of life!

The very recent COVID-19 pandemic crisis opened a new layer in the “city as a divider or unifier” discussion as the compulsory quarantine, curfew pushed the division further to the extreme point of no public collective life. This opens a new dimension in the discourse of the future of cities.
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